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1. CREATE BYLAWS/GOVERNING DOCUMENT: 
 
A sub-committee was developed to create the coalition’s bylaws/governing document. This 
committee (made up of TJ D’Agostino, Marc Prou, Diquessi, Sandra Williams, and Mike 
Chambers) has been tasked with the following items: 
 

● Establish criteria for coalition membership  
○ Example: At first, membership might be contingent simply upon 

participation, but this can develop in the future to include more than just 
participation. 

● Establish project proposal process 
○ How will partners propose a new Model School District Project to the 

coalition?  
● Establish fundraising process 
● Establishing nominating process 

○ How will future partners be nominated as members of the coalition? In 
order to fully encompass the framework of the Model School District, it is 
necessary to expand the scope of partners.  

● Establish policies for evaluation of projects (this may come later) 
● A draft of this governing document wiIl be distributed next meeting and the group 

will be able to provide feedback and suggest edits.  
 

2. START PROCESS OF HIRING SHORT-TERM CONSULTANT COORDINATOR:  
 
Summits Education has a planning grant from the Kellogg Foundation, so they have been 
coordinating and facilitating this initiative. However, as it is expanding, the workload has also 
expanded so it is necessary to bring in a consultant coordinator who is dedicated to the 
process and to making sure that it is continuing. It will also give the coalition the opportunity 
to see what the governance structure will look like with someone housed (legally and 
financially) in one organization while reporting to the coalition.  
 
A sub-committee (made up of TJ D’Agostino, Mike Chambers, Sara Wolf and Pierre 
Tessono) was established to bring in a short-term consultant coordinator who will serve in 
the role that TJ and Mike have been playing (bringing the group together, coordinating 
communications between partners, keeping the coalition in line with its values and vision, 
etc…). This sub-committee has been tasked with the following items: 
 
● Develop a  job description of the consultant coordinator and circulate the JD to the group 

for feedback/input.  



● Gather and consider candidates for the position and circulate possible contenders to the 
group for feedback/input. 

● The final decision regarding the hiring of the consultant coordinator will be a group 
decision.  

 
3. REVIEW OF THE FRAMEWORK FOR THE MODEL SCHOOL DISTRICT: 
 
Marc Prou and the University of Quisqueya are working to review and refine the draft 
framework to ensure a) harmony with key Haitian and international documents and agendas, 
and b) support from key Haitian interlocutors in the Ministry of Education and civil society.  
 
4. SCHEDULE PRESENTATION WITH THE DIRECTOR GENERAL OF MENFP:  
 
Eventually, the coalition will want to bring the concept of the Model School District to the 
General Director when the time is right. It is necessary to firmly establish the vision and 
intention of the coalition for collaborating with the ministry, present these materials strongly 
in French and Creole, and give the ministry the opportunity to weigh in on the proposal of 
the Model School District.  


